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Vocabulary Ninja

This Week's Words

'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding’

Grasshopper
heap

invisible
trick

stretch
cutlery

peckish

incinerate

speckle

luminous

linger

Shinobi



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: heap

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

A heap of things is a pile of them, especially a pile arranged in 
a rather untidy way.

Jenny lay in a heap on the floor after PE.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

pile

Morphology

Word Class

(heap)Pronunciation / Syllables

-s

Challenge:

a large heapPhrases: 
put them on the heap

a heap of

-ed

heap them up

stack
mound

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: invisible

Definition: 

(adjective)

If you describe something as invisible, you mean that it cannot 
be seen, for example because it is transparent, hidden, or very 

small.

The smell of dinner was invisible, but smelled wonderful.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

hidden

Morphology

Word Class

(in-vis-i-ble)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

truly invisiblePhrases: 
not invisible to me

invisible to all

secret
visible

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: trick

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

If someone tricks you, they deceive you, often in order to make 
you do something.

Tricking Jennifer was easy because she fell for it every time.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

fool

Morphology

Word Class

(trick)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ery

Challenge:

trick or treatPhrases: 
nasty trick

trick me once

ed

unkind trick

dupe
delude -ing

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: stretch

Definition: 

(verb)

When you stretch, you put your arms or legs out straight and 
tighten your muscles.

It is important to stretch and warm up before PE.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

extend

Morphology

Word Class

(stretch)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ing

Challenge:

stretch outPhrases: 
stretch and pull

a long stretch

-edspread
-es

shorten

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: cutlery

Definition: 

(noun)

Cutlery consists of the knives, forks, and spoons that you eat 
your food with.

We must use our cutlery to eat our food.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :
Morphology

Word Class

(cut-ler-y)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

use your cutleryPhrases: 
clean cutlery

shiny cutlery

plastic cutlery

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: speckle

Definition: 

(noun)

a small or slight mark usually of a contrasting colour, as on 
the skin, a bird's feathers, or eggs

There was a speckle of blonde in Julia’s brown hair.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

freckled

Morphology

Word Class

(speck-le)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ing

Challenge:

plain

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

a speckle of

the speckled fur/skin/hair

beautiful speckles of

-ed
-s

spotty

Use WOD in an informal sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: peckish

Definition: 

(adjective)

If you say that you are feeling peckish, you mean that you 
are slightly hungry.

It was 11.30am, 
everyone was beginning to be a little peckish.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

hungry

Morphology

Word Class

(peck-ish)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

rather peckish

a little peckish

quite peckish

Use WOD in an informal sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: luminous

Definition: 

(adjective)

Something that is luminous shines or glows in the dark.

The luminous clothing kept people safe on 
the roads at night.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

shining

Morphology

Word Class

(lu-mi-nous)Pronunciation / Syllables

-escent

Challenge:

dark

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

most luminous

beautifully luminous

luminous and glowing

bright
il-

Use WOD in an informal sentence.

brilliant



Synonym :

Word of the Day: incinerate

Definition: 

(verb)

If something is incinerated, it is exposed to extreme heat 
and fire, so that it no longer exists.

Jennifer’s mum incinerated some old boxes in 
the back garden. 

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

burn

Morphology

Word Class

(in-cin-er-ate)Pronunciation / Syllables

-or

Challenge:

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

ruthlessly incinerate

needed to be incinerated

cruelly incinerated

-ing
-tion

cremate

Use WOD in an informal sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: linger

Definition: 

(verb)

If you linger somewhere, you stay there for a longer time 
than is necessary, for example because you 

are enjoying yourself.

Alexander lingered by the toy section of the shop.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

stay

Morphology

Word Class

(lin-ger)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ed

Challenge:

leave

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

lingered quietly

was lingering close to

lingered in the shadows

-ing
-s

remain

Use WOD in an informal sentence.

loiter



Vocabulary Ninja

This Week's Words

'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding’

Grasshopper
heap

invisible
trick

stretch
cutlery

peckish

tempestuous

speckle

luminous

linger

Shinobi



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: heap

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

A heap of things is a pile of them, especially a pile arranged in 
a rather untidy way.

Jenny lay in a heap on the floor after PE.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

pile

Morphology

Word Class

(heap)Pronunciation / Syllables

-s

Challenge:

a large heapPhrases: 
put them on the heap

a heap of

-ed

heap them up

stack
mound

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: invisible

Definition: 

(adjective)

If you describe something as invisible, you mean that it cannot 
be seen, for example because it is transparent, hidden, or very 

small.

The smell of dinner was invisible, but smelled wonderful.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

hidden

Morphology

Word Class

(in-vis-i-ble)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

truly invisiblePhrases: 
not invisible to me

invisible to all

secret
visible

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: trick

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

If someone tricks you, they deceive you, often in order to make 
you do something.

Tricking Jennifer was easy because she fell for it every time.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

fool

Morphology

Word Class

(trick)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ery

Challenge:

trick or treatPhrases: 
nasty trick

trick me once

ed

unkind trick

dupe
delude -ing

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: stretch

Definition: 

(verb)

When you stretch, you put your arms or legs out straight and 
tighten your muscles.

It is important to stretch and warm up before PE.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

extend

Morphology

Word Class

(stretch)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ing

Challenge:

stretch outPhrases: 
stretch and pull

a long stretch

-edspread
-es

shorten

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: cutlery

Definition: 

(noun)

Cutlery consists of the knives, forks, and spoons that you eat 
your food with.

We must use our cutlery to eat our food.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :
Morphology

Word Class

(cut-ler-y)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

use your cutleryPhrases: 
clean cutlery

shiny cutlery

plastic cutlery

Use WOD with because in a sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: speckle

Definition: 

(noun)

a small or slight mark usually of a contrasting colour, as on 
the skin, a bird's feathers, or eggs

There was a speckle of blonde in Julia’s brown hair.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

freckled

Morphology

Word Class

(speck-le)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ing

Challenge:

plain

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

a speckle of

the speckled fur/skin/hair

beautiful speckles of

-ed
-s

spotty

Use WOD in an informal sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: peckish

Definition: 

(adjective)

If you say that you are feeling peckish, you mean that you 
are slightly hungry.

It was 11.30am, 
everyone was beginning to be a little peckish.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

hungry

Morphology

Word Class

(peck-ish)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

rather peckish

a little peckish

quite peckish

Use WOD in an informal sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: luminous

Definition: 

(adjective)

Something that is luminous shines or glows in the dark.

The luminous clothing kept people safe on 
the roads at night.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

shining

Morphology

Word Class

(lu-mi-nous)Pronunciation / Syllables

-escent

Challenge:

dark

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

most luminous

beautifully luminous

luminous and glowing

bright
il-

Use WOD in an informal sentence.

brilliant



Synonym :

Word of the Day: incinerate

Definition: 

(verb)

If something is incinerated, it is exposed to extreme heat 
and fire, so that it no longer exists.

Jennifer’s mum incinerated some old boxes in 
the back garden. 

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

burn

Morphology

Word Class

(in-cin-er-ate)Pronunciation / Syllables

-or

Challenge:

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

ruthlessly incinerate

needed to be incinerated

cruelly incinerated

-ing
-tion

cremate

Use WOD in an informal sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: linger

Definition: 

(verb)

If you linger somewhere, you stay there for a longer time 
than is necessary, for example because you 

are enjoying yourself.

Alexander lingered by the toy section of the shop.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

stay

Morphology

Word Class

(lin-ger)Pronunciation / Syllables

-ed

Challenge:

leave

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

lingered quietly

was lingering close to

lingered in the shadows

-ing
-s

remain

Use WOD in an informal sentence.

loiter


